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imm cologne is cancelled, and the Hardware Show
has been postponed until autumn

Yet Koelnmesse remains fundamentally committed to organising its
events in the first quarter of 2022
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imm cologne 2022 will not be held in January, and the INTERNATIONAL
HARDWARE SHOW COLOGNE has been moved from March to September. In view
of the current pandemic situation, these steps are being taken at the urgent
advice of, and in close coordination with, the two sectors involved. In principle,
however, Koelnmesse will continue to organise its events over the coming
months.

"Following the excellent and safe trade fairs of last autumn, the organisation of
trade fairs must remain our mission on behalf of the sectors involved. This is also
absolutely still in line with the decisions taken by the Conference of German State
Premiers  and the Coronavirus Protection Ordinance for the German State of North
Rhine-Westphalia", Koelnmesse President and Chief Executive Officer Gerald Böse
notes. "We receive positive feedback from most of our customers - such as the
upcoming ISM, for example, ProSweets Cologne or h+h cologne. On the other hand,
the arrangements made for imm cologne and the Hardware Show are the result of
specific requirements of the respective sectors of the economy, and we intend to
provide them with the best possible solutions in what is once again a challenging
situation."

The cancellation of imm cologne, a trade fair originally planned to be held in
Cologne from 17 to 23 January 2022, takes into account the concerns of the
exhibitors who considered the economic success of the event - and with it the
successful re-start in January - to be in extreme jeopardy. "After consulting with
numerous exhibitors, sector representatives and trading partners, participation by
our German exhibitors and exhibitors from German-speaking countries was either
out of the question or subject to considerable doubt", the Association of the German
Furniture Industry (VDM) announced. The response from many other European
countries was similar. According to Oliver Frese, who, as Chief Operating Officer, is
in charge of the trade fair programme, Koelnmesse is "actively working on action
options to offer exhibitors an attractive, international-level trade fair presence even
in 2022, before the re-start of imm cologne from 16 to 21 January 2023. Both spoga+
gafa in June 2022 and ORGATEC in October represent excellent alternatives in this
regard".
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2/2ZOW - the Koelnmesse portfolio's supplier fair for the furniture and interior
design industry - will also not be held from 8 to 10 February but now from 3 to 5
May 2022 in Bad Salzuflen.

The INTERNATIONAL HARDWARE SHOW COLOGNE will not, as planned, be held
from 6 to 9 March 2022, but rather from 25 to 28 September 2022. Frese: "As the
world's leading trade fair for the hardware sector, our aim is to provide as complete
an overview as possible of the global market while bringing suppliers and buyers
together from all over the world. Based on current projections, this would not have
been possible in light of the expected strict travel restrictions for important
overseas markets - particularly as concerns the important Asian sales and
manufacturer markets. Exhibitors now have a long lead time in which to plan for
September and can look forward to customary levels of international visitors.
Visitors can expect a respected and, once again, complete field of participants."

During the autumn, the Cologne art fairs, IDS and the Anuga food fair, among others,
demonstrated that trade fairs on an international level are possible once more and
can be held in a manner that keeps them safe for all involved. Böse: "The quality of
the visitors exceeded all expectations and led to successful business deals. The
Koelnmesse hygiene and safety concept stands for safe procedures. As we continue
to build on this, we look forward to safe business in our exhibition halls in 2022."

About Koelnmesse:
Koelnmesse employs around 1000 people. As a city trade fair in the heart of Europe,
it occupies the third largest trade fair grounds in Germany and, with almost 400,000
m² of hall and outdoor space, is among the top ten largest trade fair grounds in the
world. Each year, Koelnmesse organises and manages around 80 trade fairs, guest
events and special events in Cologne and in the most important markets all over the
world. Its portfolio reaches over 54,000 exhibiting companies from 122 countries and
around three million visitors from more than 200 nations. Until 2034, Koelnmesse is
investing more than 700 million euro in the development of the trade fair grounds
into the most extensive investment programme in its history, to allow it to cover all
event formats in the future.
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